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Background
• The emergence of megascale single-cell multiplex tissue 

imaging (MTI) datasets1,2,3 necessitates reproducible, scalable, 
and robust methods for cell phenotyping and spatial analysis.

• We have developed open-source, GPU-accelerated tools for 
intensity normalization, cell phenotyping, and microenvironment 
analysis in intact tissue at scale.4,5

• We demonstrate that an integrative analysis of cellular 
phenotypic heterogeneity and organization reveals BC subtype-
specific tumor differentiation, spatial distribution, and stromal 
interaction. 

• Our GPU implementation of the single-cell phenotyping 
algorithm PhenoGraph6 is orders of magnitude faster without 
sacrificing cluster quality.

• We validate our cmIF cell phenotypes against a published BC 
TMA MTI dataset acquired by imaging mass cytometry,1
suggesting that dataset integration may be possible across 
platforms.

• Immune but neither stromal nor tumor densities differ 
across subtype.

• Subtypes each have stromal, immune, and endothelial 
populations, but differ based on receptor and cytokeratin 
expression. 

Results: validated cmIF BC subtypes delineated by cellular composition/differentiation

Results: BC tissue composition belies tumor-
stromal architecture

Results: data exploration
• Tumor cells differ more between samples than immune, stromal, 

and endothelial cells.

Discussion
• With spatially-resolved MTI, our analysis makes clear that the 

cellular composition of BC tissue can belie important aspects of 
its spatial architecture. 

• Malignant epithelial cells can suppress fibroblast maturation, 
promote fibroblast aromatase activity.8

• ER+ tumors probably have more to gain from this interaction. 
• While our BC cell phenotype dictionary and architectural features 

will be assets to future BC studies, our generic toolkit can be 
used to improve the efficiency and reproducibility of analytics for 
any single-cell measurement platform.

Methods
• We deploy our toolkit on ~1.3 million cells in a 180-sample, pan-

subtype human breast cancer (BC) tissue microarray (TMA) 
stained by 35-channel cyclic multiplex immunofluorescence 
(cmIF) and benchmark our cell phenotypes against a published 
MTI dataset.

• CK+ cells from TN tissues exhibit more CK heterogeneity 
than other subtypes.
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• We measure using stromal mixing.2 # "#$%&−'"&%$() *+",&(-"*%+'
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• HR+HER2- tumor cells interact more often with stromal cells 
than do tumor cells from other BC subtypes. 

• HR+HER2- tumor cells form tighter spatial networks.

• We measure using 
closeness centrality.7
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